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No 27 – Button operated servos
(or stud-operated)

Many layouts with solenoid-operated points used a 'stud-and-prod' method of operation.  
With more sophisticated CDUs (Capacitive Discharge Units), control panels use toggle 
switches to operate the CDUs. 
Nowadays, many hobbyists have switched to using servos to operate their points.
Servo4 and EzyPoints have inputs that are held either at +5v or 0V and members can still 
use these toggle switches to produce this change of voltage.
However, a number of members asked about installing push-buttons on their control panel,
instead of switches,   Another wanted to change from solenoids to servos but wanted to 
keep his stud operated control panel.

This module allows control panels to use stud-and-prods, or push buttons as shown in this 
image.

The image shows a single-button for each point, with each press changing the point 
direction.    
The module also supports two-button mode, with each button switching the point in a 
different direction. 
LEDs on the panel indicate which way a point is set and these settings are remembered 
when the layout is next switched on.

This project is built on a piece of stripboard.



Deciding on one or two-button mode
This module can handle both single button and dual button operations.
To select single-button mode, turn on the power while holding down the A1 button.
The LEDs attached to output A will flash to indicate the change.   Both LEDs on output A 
will flash, but one LED will be one much longer than the other.
To select two-button mode, turn on the power to the module while holding down the A2 
button.    The LEDs will flash but this time both LEDs will be on for an equal amount of 
time.

How it works
When you first setup the module's mode (single-button or dual-button) the choice is stored 
in the chip's memory.
The chip detects when a button is pressed (one of its pins is taken down from +5V to 0V).
It knows which button has been pressed and will change its corresponding output 
depending on the module's mode.  
When one of the outputs A, B, C and D is switched, its state goes from +5V to 0V (or vice 
versa).   That change will switch one LED on and the other off; it will also operate the servo
controller.   

The module stores the current setting of each point when the power is switched off.

The kit is available at all West of Scotland activities (for £1.70) or can be purchased from 
the national MERG website as PMP 27.


